
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH 
IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
THE DEVIL’S IN THE DETAILS.



SOCIAL RESEARCH: WHAT IS IT?

• Social research = research conducted by social scientists which follows a 

systematic plan.

• Can be quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methodology

• Social research is NOT

• Personal experience (Problems  overgeneralization, selective observation, premature 

closure, halo effect)

• Tradition

• Common sense



WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF RESEARCH IN POLITICAL 
SCIENCE?

• To explore, describe, or explain systems of government and political 

behavior

• Requires either empirical or normative research questions

• Normative  address issues that require value judgments

• Empirical  address issues based on factual statements and statistics



EXAMPLES OF EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

• Research conducted for a problem that has not been clearly defined.  It 

often occurs before we know enough to make conceptual distinctions or posit 

an explanatory relationship.

• What were the factors which led to the Brexit vote of June 2016?

• What would the long-term effects of the Trans-Pacific Partnership be for the 

People’s Republic of China?



DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH

• Used to describe characteristics of a population or phenomenon being 

studied.  It DOES NOT answer questions about how, when, or why the 

characteristics occurred.

• What are the prominent social cleavages of Nigeria?

• What was the rate of voter participation among Britons aged 16 to 25 during 

the June 2016 referendum?



EXPLANATORY RESEARCH

• An attempt to connect ideas to understand cause and effect  trying to 

EXPLAIN what’s going on.

• What were the long-term effects of increased rates of immigration to Britain 

beginning in the 1970s?

• What were the ramifications of the development of an asymmetric federal 

system in Russia?



TIME AND SOCIAL RESEARCH

• Cross-sectional research  examines one fixed point in time

• Snapshot approach

• Longitudinal research

• A moving picture  looking at more at one time

• Case studies, cohort studies, panel studies

• Which might be better in political science?



SOURCES FOR RESEARCH

ACADEMIC JOURNALS

• Difficult to get published

• Peer reviewed

• Very little money for publication

• Publishing enhances professional 

status / career prospects

MAGAZINES

• NOT peer reviewed

• Money attached for reporters to 

publish

• Credible magazines may enhance 

professional status / career prospects



IS POLITICAL SCIENCE A SCIENCE?

• Two major objections to classifying political science as a science:

• Practical objections

• Philosophical objections

• Practical objections:

• Political behavior is extremely complex

• People can intentionally mislead researchers

• Measurement is often subjective

• Data can be difficult or impossible to obtain



IS POLITICAL SCIENCE A SCIENCE?

• Philosophical objections:

• The reasoning behind political behavior cannot be measured objectively.

• The facts of political phenomena are constructed or conditioned by the observers' 

perceptions, experiences, and opinions



POLLS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

OH, DATA. WHAT DO YOU MEAN?



WHAT IS PUBLIC OPINION?

• Citizen’s opinions about politics and government actions

• Why does public opinion matter?

• Explains the behavior of citizens and public officials

• Motivates both citizens and public officials

• Helps to explain policy outcomes



WHAT DOES PUBLIC OPINION MEASURE?

• Intensity – the characteristic of public opinion that measures how strongly 

people felt on an issue.

• Latency – dormant attitudes that may be evoked into action.

• Salience – opinions closely associated with the lives of the individuals.



THINGS TO CONSIDER IN POLLS

• The proper wording and phrasing of questions is vitally important to 

producing reliable, objective data

• Things to consider:

• Appropriate language and vocabulary

• Open-ended versus close-ended

• Neutral wording


